
 

  

1. Exposure on top real estate search engines such as Zillow, Trulia, and Realtor.com  

2. Unique property website showcasing your home 

3. Feature on mcdonaldresidential.com  

4. HD photography by HD Estates capturing your home in its best light   

5. HD video to artistically highlight your home’s best features  

6. Matterport 3D virtual tour enabling buyers to explore your home from anywhere on the 

planet 

7. Drone photography and video to capturing stunning aerial perspective of your home  

8. Custom luxury for-sale yard sign featuring your home, not our brokerage . No need for a flyer 

box!  

9. Directional for-sale signs leading curious drivers and walkers to your custom flyer-sign 

10.  Install Multiple Listing Service (MLS) key box on your front door so real estate professionals 

can show your home to their buyers  

11.  Host a broker’s open within the first few days of listing your home for sale   

12.  Neighborhood Preview event on the first weekend to generate a buzz among the neighbors 

about your home 

13.  Door-knock to invite your neighbors to the neighborhood preview and ask if they know of 

anyone looking to move into the neighborhood  

14.  Mega Open House that includes lunch, beverages, and my wife’s chocolate chip cookies  
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15.  Promote your home with other agents in the office prior to listing   

16.  Post listing information on Multiple Listing Service (MLS) to showcase your home to 

cooperating brokerage community 

17.  Send preview email to top 200 agents who work with buyers in the area  

18.  Share listing with Tom Ferry Coaching Network which coaches more than 4,000 of North 

America’s top producing agents  

19.  Reverse prospect within MLS to attract buyers looking to purchase a home like yours   

20.  Home Seller’s Packet uploaded to MLS so brokers can easily share information about the 

home with their buyers 

21. Provide Preparing Your Home packet with recommendations to increase value and navigate 

inspections prior to listing  

22.  Professionally designed flyer for potential buyers to take with them after showing     

23.  Silent Talkers to articulate unique features within your home during showings  

24. “What We Love” letter telling potential buyers what you will miss most  

25.  Just Listed direct mail campaign    

26.  Share your home with our network on major social media platforms including Facebook, 

Instagram, and YouTube 

27.  Run social media advertisements that drive traffic to your home’s unique property website    

28.  Provide you with bi-weekly updates and feedback  
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